
  

  
 
Meeting Minutes     July 7, 2011 

  

 

 

      

Welcome, Visitors and New Members! 
  
Visitors:  Lisa Gulli, Louie Soria, Ken James, Barbara Hesse, 
Cielocita Sacilioc, Richelle Porter, Austin Reeves, and Alondra 
Lopez. 
  
New Members:  Barbara Hesse became our newest member tonight! 
  
Attendance: 61 

   
  

Special Meeting -- Results 

RC Photo Club Bylaws Passed! 

  
The revised RC Photo Club Bylaws passed.  Many thanks to all 
members who took the time to read them and place their votes. 
  
As promised, all voting members will receive an RC Photo Club 
lanyard.  If you have not yet picked up your lanyard, please do so at one 
of our upcoming meetings.  Thank you!!! 
  
Also note ... RC Photo Club lanyards can be purchased for $3 each 

or 2/$5 on meeting nights while supplies last. 

  

The new Bylaws will be posted on our Meetup site soon.  You can 

access them on our SkyDrive until then.  We will keep you apprised of 

our progress towards non-profit status in the coming months. 

     

Photo Display at Central Park  
  
Phase #2 is up ... and Phase #3 will start on our August 18th meeting 
night.   
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Phase #3 participants are:  John Alexander, Beth LaRock, Janis 
DeMaine, Ben Granger, Annette Vela, Yvonne Hicks, Jill Anderson, 
Richard Arnold, Kevin Carver, Scott Lowe, Allen Smith, Nancy 
Speaker, Bill Wight, Jeff Mittman, Kathy Mulder, Dale Namminga, 
and Marilyn Granger.  At this point we have one alternate:  Yvette 
Weilacker. 
  
At our upcoming meeting on July 21st, we will pick 4 more alternates.  If 
you are interested, please see Yvette Weilacker, our Secretary, before 
the meeting starts. 
  
Phase #3 members must have their photo information emailed to Frank 
Coffman no later than Thursday, August 11th, or you could possibly 
forfeit your chance to display. 
  
Waiver forms are to be turned in to Denise or Yvette no later than the 
August 18th meeting, the night the display goes up. 
  
If for some reason you cannot get your photograph ready in time, please 
notify Yvette as soon as possible so we can contact your replacement. 

   
  

August 18th Potluck ~ Hawaiian Theme 
  
Aloha!  All members are invited to attend the August 18th Meeting / 
Potluck Dinner, and you may bring a guest.  Please click here to RSVP 
and choose your potluck contribution by August 11th.  Also, please 
let us know if you can come at 5:15 to help set up, or stay 
afterwards for a little while to clean up.  Mahalo! 
  
Dress that night will be "tropical Hawaiian."  Prizes will be awarded to 
the best-outfitted man and woman for this theme.  Bring a little extra 
cash for the raffle prize drawings that night.  If anyone wants to donate 
any photography-related items for our drawings, please contact Denise 
Kochis, our Treasurer. 
  
Dinner starts at 6 p.m, so please arrive a little early so that we can start 
our food service on time. 
  

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
  
POTLUCK SUGGESTIONS 
  
Please pick from any one of these categories: 
  
Appetizer ... Entree ... Side Dish ... Salad ... Dessert 
  
Again, click on the RSVP link above or in the right sidebar as soon as 
possible with your food selection, who is attending, and whether you can 
help with the setup or cleanup.  If we receive too many food items from 
any particular category, an email will go out asking for more limited food 
selections for future RSVPs. 
  
We look forward to enjoying a fun evening with you there! 
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Club Outing 
Huntington Library 
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Upcoming Club Outing ... 
The Huntington Gardens   
  
The date for this outing has just been revised.  Please mark you 
calendar for Saturday, September 17th, for our photography outing to 
the Huntington Botanical Gardens in San Marino. 
  
We will plan on members carpooling or providing their own 
transportation.   
  
The Garden hours will be 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.  Admission is 
$20.  Parking is free.  Free garden tours are available between 10:30 
a.m. and 2:30 p.m. that day.  There is a cafe open from 11 a.m. to 2 
p.m. 
  
No flash or tripods are permitted in the buildings.  Tripods are allowed in 
the gardens, but not lights, reflectors, or props, except under commercial 
contract. 
  
Similar to our last outing, we'll have a Photo Treasure Hunt.  More 
information will be forthcoming as we get closer to the event. 

 

Wednesday 
August 31 - Oct 5  

   

Links to 

Discounts 
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Stuck in Customs 

  
  

RetailMeNot 

  
  

Amazon 
  
  

Newegg  
  

  
Monoprice  

  
 

   
  

Wall Display Favorites Feedback   
  
The results of the voting by the public on Phase #1 of our display are as follows: 
  
With 5 votes -- #17 
And a 3-way tie with 4 votes each -- #1, #5, and #8. 
  
Photo #17 was Anthony Feliciano's photograph of one of the models from the Joshua Tree 
outing photo shoot, at the Pioneertown location.  The composition is a good example of an 
exaggerated rule of thirds.  And now, the story behind the shot.  If you look very closely, you'll see 
that there's a tear in her eye ... not from emotion, but because it was windy, and she was partly 
blinded from the reflector ... and she was having a problem with a contact lens. 
  
Photo #1 photograph was Paul Speaker's.  He explained that this is a photograph he took of 
Mormon Row, which is a very common spot to photograph in the Grand Tetons National 
Park.  Paul said that "if you look closely enough, you'll know exactly where to put your tripod, 
because it's that common a shot."  However, what he says is not common in that particular shot 
but are seen in his photograph are the buffalo, some of which he placed at different locations in 
post-processing. 
  
We were not able to identify whose photos were #5 and #8, as they were not present tonight.  
  
Anthony teaches his Photoshop and Digital Photography classes at the Community Center at 
Central Park, just across the hall from our Display.  Many times he's had his students and other 
people ask him about our display photographs, and their remarks have been all positive ... so our 
display is getting a lot of attention. 
  
If you haven't had a chance to see all of the Phase #2 photographs yet, take some time before or 
after our next meetings to stop by.  
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Equipment for Sale 
   
Al Lipsey was offering for sale a monitor calibrator, the Spider 2 Pro.  He was asking $30 for it, 
and a friendly bidding war ensued.  SOLD! 
  
Jeffery Saddoris and Nikki Franz are selling a Nikon D300 + battery grip (shutter count sub-
16,000) and a Tokina 50-135mm 2.8 lens.  Click on this LINK for availability, details, pricing, and 
contact information. 

   
  

Photo Sharing  

  
This IS the most popular segment of our meetings, because we learn so much from each 
other.  Everyone is invited to bring in an 8x10 or larger print of one or two photographs, and to 
pick one to talk about.  We are interested in hearing the story behind the shot, as well as how you 
captured and then processed your image.  Please write on the back of each photo your EXIF 
information (ISO, Shutter Speed, Aperture, and Focal Length).  
   
Nancy Speaker started us off with her photograph of the San Diego 
skyline from the Coronado side of the harbor (right).  She shot this at 
a modified wide angle, 35mm, f8, ISO 200, with an 8-second 
exposure.  In Photoshop, she transformed this image into a crystal 
ball effect. 

  
Richard Arnold proudly shared this 
sports action shot of his grand-
daughter who is part of a traveling 
fast-pitch team (left).  His camera 
settings were f11, 1600 ISO, 200mm, 
1/2000 sec.  Richard had this 24x20 
print prepared by Sir Speedy. 
  
 
 
 
 
Gary Dibble brought us a number of photographs that he took on 
his trip to Washington, D.C., and Virginia.  When visiting our 
nation's capital, Gary said that he "didn't want to do the same old 
cliche photos that have been done.  I try to look for different 

angles."  His first photo of the Capitol Rotunda was taken with his iPhone.  He reminded us, "As 
they say, the best camera is the one you have with 
you."  The next two photos included the Washington 
Monument from the Jefferson Memorial, and a 
closeup headshot of Lincoln at the Lincoln 
Memorial.  Gary captured these with the Canon 24-
105mm L Series lens which he rented for this trip.  "I 
like the lens very much," he admitted.  In an image he 
took of a section of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial 
wall, Gary used selective focusing with a very shallow 
depth of field using f4.5.  When visiting Monticello, in 
Virginia, he discovered a huge garden nearby where 
he photographed butterflies among many vividly-
colored flowers -- his contribution to this meeting's 
Photo Challenge theme of "Summer." 
  
And finally, Gary explained that he "tried to capture the 
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essense of the Vietnam Women's Memorial" (left), which he most certainly did.  This memorial is 
dedicated to the women of the United States who served in the Vietnam War, most of whom were 
nurses.  It depicts three uniformed women with a wounded soldier. The woman looking up is 
named Hope, the woman praying is named Faith, and the woman tending to the wounded soldier 
is named Charity.  Gary's photograph frames together Faith and Charity.  What adds to the drama 
and beauty of this scene is the red flower which someone placed near the hand of Charity. 
  
Al Lipsey was on an extended vacation some years ago when 
he "wound up in a place called Bodie."  He shot a number of 
photos with his Lumix LX2, but he says that the results 
were not impressive.  So he held on to them for about 5 years, 
and recently figured that if he processed these as single-shot 
HDRs, what's the worst that could happen?  He was pleasantly 
surprised with the results.  Two old houses were each the 
subject of his first two photographs.  The third was an image of 
the Cain House (right), and the last showed an old blue 
truck.  Al declared, "Without doing this to them, I would have 
absolutely nothing."  Sir Speedy also printed Al's photographs. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
John Alexander began by telling us, "This is not so much the picture, but the story behind it."  A 
few years ago, John was asked to take new pictures for the employee photo wall at the Edison 
facility in Santa Ana.  His friend, Mike, was among the employees who would have their pictures 
retaken. 
  
Upon examining his original photo (far left in this 
picture), Mike told John, "You know, that shirt I was 
wearing was actually green."  John noted that 
apparently the white balance had not been 
corrected.  For the new photos, he shot on a green 
screen, and then sampled a piece of the old 
background to make his own new background for the 
photograph (center).  The result, John admits, "was a 
little bland."  So he went into Photoshop with an 
adjustment layer that controls vibrance to give Mike his 
tan back without changing the color of his shirt 
(right).  The lesson John learned ... "They could care 
less if your white balance is good.  They just want a tan 
and to look good." 
  
At this point, Bill Wight asked, "Why don't you tell us 
about vibrance?"  Paul Speaker offered to elaborate 
on this topic.  He explained that when you're in 
Photoshop, you can adjust the selective saturation.  If 
you move the vibrance slider over to the left, you'll get almost a black and white image.  If you 
move the slider to the right, you'll get quite a bit of saturation, but it's not the same as using the 
saturation slider.  So be careful not to use too much to avoid changing the skin tone.  On the 
vibrance slider, 40 is good; 80 is too much.  Anthony Feliciano added that CS5 and most of the 
Creative Suites software will have the dialog box that comes up on the right with the vibrance 
slider.  He said, "It will take the reds and the RGB colors, and make them really pop.  And like 
Paul said, if you go too much, the skin tone will look red.  If that's what you're looking for, that's 
fine."  Anthony went on to explain that you won't find vibrance in Photoshop Elements unless you 
are working with a raw image.  There's also other software out there where you can adjust the 
vibrance. 



  
Richard Lee reiterated what he 
learned from Manuel 
Castellanos' talk at the last 
meeting ... that "60% is you, 
and 40% might be the 
camera."  So he took his Canon 
point-and-shoot camera to 
Disney's California 
Adventure and experimented 
with the Dutch tilt that Anthony 
Feliciano talked about at that 
same meeting.  The result is 
this image (left) which forms 
an "X" where the rollercoaster 
track intersects with the 

horizon.  Richard also showed us a second photo of the same image (right), but here he took this 
single-shot image and performed HDR processing to it for a more painterly look.  Anthony 
commented that Richard's photo has lots of elements in it, and shows great leading lines from the 
foreground to the middle. 

  
Ben Granger says he's trying to learn his camera.  He brought us 
some landscape photographs that he took in Colorado.  The first was 
of Spring Lake (left), where you can see the fish jumping.  His 
second photo showed a meadow full of yellow blooms in the 
foreground, with snow-capped mountains in the background.  Ben 
also brought a photograph that his wife, Marilyn Granger, took of 
the Colorado state flower.  Another was taken of a water wheel in 
Colorado Springs, and his final photo was a landscape shot taken at 
Rocky Mountain National Park. 
  
Frank Coffman recently took a trip to the 
Sequoias, Crater Lake, and 
Yosemite.  His first photo of Yosemite 
Falls he entitled, "When Through the 

Woods and Forest Glades, I Wander."  And from the hymn "How Great 
Thou Art," Frank's second landscape shot of Nevada Falls (right), 
taken at Glacier Park, he entitled, "When I Look Down from Rocky 
Mountain Grandeur."  

  
Dale Namminga shot this image 
(left) through the window of a 
Lamborghini with his Nikon D7000 while 
at the car show on Rodeo Drive this 
past Father's Day.  He  printed it on 
litho paper using the color 
model CMYK.  Dale told us that if you look very closely at the print, 
you will see that it's made up of dots. 
  
Jill Anderson shared 
with us a photograph 
that she described as 
"the lone wild 
bird."  Her other 
photographs were 
dramatic ocean views 

that she captured on a visit to Pacific Beach (right), 
located about halfway between La Jolla and San 
Diego's Mission Bay. 



  
Bob Haines discovered that just next to the Santa Barbara Mission 
is the Museum of Natural History.  While there, he caught the 
"Butterflies Alive!" exhibit which continues until September 
11th.  Bob's photograph (left) with two butterflies resting on a 
flower was taken with his Canon T2i. 
  
Bill Wight's first photograph 
(right) shows the Death Valley 
National Park Mesquite dunes 
at sunrise.  The dunes are near 
Stovepipe Wells.  Bill pointed 
out the beautiful curves and the 
strong shadows in the dunes 
enhanced by the available light 
at such a low angle.  In 

processing this image, he divided each element into several 
layers in Photoshop -- the shadow from another dune in the foreground, the dunes above that, 
then the blue mountains, and then the gray-and-pink skies.  He added, "This is 
a composition technique that we use in landscape photography." 

  
Bill's second photo (left) was taken in the High Sierras at Mono 
Lake.  This was shot during a late afternoon summer storm, so 
he picked this photograph for tonight's Photo Challenge.  Near 
the top, he pointed out what is called the "virga," where you 
can see the streaks of rain falling from the clouds, but the water 
evaporates before ever reaching the ground.  Bill told us that 
he brought this particular photo because he gets many 
questions about when to shoot vertical as opposed to 
horizontal.  He explained that if you are shooting for a 
magazine cover, you'll want to shoot it vertical.  But generally, if 
you have a vertical subject, then you want to turn the camera 
and shoot it vertical.  Bill has photographed at Mono Lake 
about 30 times, and he said that this shot captured by far the 
most spectacular afternoon he's seen there.  He further 
explained, "When you do landscape photography, most of the 

time you arrive to clear blue skies, which we dread.  We don't like clear blue skies.  We like 
clouds.  We like storms, and before and after storms."  Again, Bill used layers in processing this 
image.  He split the horizon, which he says you often do when you have a water shot with 
a reflection; and he put the tufa pillar on another layer, and then the mirror effect on the water for 
another layer.  Bill went on to explain that he manually processed this HDR image where he took 
three shots at different exposures, and then in Photoshop he put each one on a different layer and 
then blended them together.  He also pointed out that off to the left of this photo, there's a water 
spout at the other end of the lake, which he didn't see at the time he was taking this shot. 

  
Scott Lowe told us that he got his Pentax K-x camera about a 
year ago, having had a point-and-shoot before that, and he's 
learned a lot since he's been with the club.  One tip he's learned is 
getting up close to your subject.  He went to the car show on 
Father's Day and decided to break away from his usual full shots 
of cars and go for the details.  His first photo (left) is a closeup 
shot from a custom-made bicycle.  In this image, he used the in-
camera HDR processing feature.  Scott told us that he's 
experimented a bit with this and with his camera's HDR capture 
feature with limited success, and he notes that the results are not 
like the HDR images that he sees other members bring in.  His 
second photograph was a closeup of a car where he also used his 
camera's HDR processing, then took the image into Photoshop 
Elements 9 and applied some different filter effects to make it pop 
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a little more.  Scott's third photograph caught his nephew playing in the pool.  He said, "I like this, 
because it looks like he's having a lot of fun." 
  
Anthony Feliciano added that there are other cameras coming out that will be offering editing 
features in the camera, much like Scott's Pentax K-x which has the HDR features.  There's even a 
camera now that will take a photograph and then project it on the wall, but it doesn't work very 
well.  Jeffery Saddoris shared that he's heard just this week that there's an adapter, an 
aluminum sled, for the iPhone that lets you attach bayonnet Nikon lenses. 
  
This segued into Anthony Feliciano's 
photograph of fireworks (right) as he explained 
that "one of the toughest things to shoot is 
fireworks, especially if you don't have a 
tripod."  He doesn't usually carry one around, 
but was able to rest his camera onto a seat to 
steady this shot.  Anthony recommends that 
you use a manual setting of 1-3 seconds, ISO 
of 100-200, and an aperture of f8 to f11, 
depending on what you have to shoot.  "Just 
experiment with it a little bit."  He added that 
you'll want to arrive early, because once the 
fireworks start, there's no time to adjust.  He 
also suggests using center or matrix metering.  Referring to his photograph, Anthony stated that 
he liked his shot of the fireworks, "because it looked like the sky was on fire and people were 
going to get burned."  So what makes a good fireworks shot?  Anthony tells us, "It's not just taking 
the photo of the fireworks itself, because you need a good reference point for perspective.  So you 
have to include something in it, like people or the area around it." 
  
Photos courtesy of Jeffery Saddoris. 

   
  

Everything You Wanted to Know about a Good Tripod, 
but weren't afraid to ask ... 
by Bill Wight 
  
To start off, you'll need a tripod for landscape photography, but not so much for portraits.  For a 
decent budget tripod, prices will start at about $200. 
  
Things to consider when purchasing a tripod: 
  
Aluminum versus graphite epoxy (also called carbon fiber).  If the tripod legs are aluminum 
barrels, they will be very durable.  Graphite tripods will weigh about 40% less than aluminum 
ones, and this is something to consider if you plan to take it hiking or backpacking; however, they 
will be two or three times more expensive. 
  
Sturdiness.  A tripod can cost anywhere from $20 to thousands of dollars.  Carbon tripods are not 
nearly as hardy as aluminum ones.  They can get cracks and breaks, and their tube legs can fall 
apart. 
  
Bill showed us his Manfrotto aluminum tripod and explained that there are two basic parts to a 
tripod -- the tripod legs and the head.  On the tripod, you'll find that some barrels twist to lock and 
unlock.  He finds that the locking levers on his Manfrotto are a much better design, because they 
resist dirt, dust, and sand.  Bill has had this particular tripod for 3 years, and he has never needed 
to clean it; whereas, he has a friend who owns the twist-lock type, and he's always cleaning 
it.  Bill's tripod has been exposed to sand dunes, sand storms, and has even sat in 1 foot of 
freshwater without any problems.  You can use WD40 to lubricate the tripod leg clamps, but he 
has never really needed to do that. 
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The head of the tripod can be either a ball head or a pan head.  The ball heads can be adjusted 
with knobs or a squeeze handle.  The squeeze handle types are not the best for taking 
panoramas, as the handle releases both the ball pivot and the pan adjustment.  Bill owns the Kirk 
BH-1 ball head.  He likes it, because the head can rotate in all directions and has the most 
flexibility.  It has a control knob to adjust the pan, and a tension knob.  In contrast, the pan head 
has a handle that you twist to make your adjustments.  Deciding which one is best is really a 
personal choice. 
  
Be sure to check how many pounds the head can support.  Professional lenses can sometimes 
make your camera setup 3 times heavier. 
  
It is important to check the height of your tripod and head.  The top of the ball head should be just 
below your chin.  The tripod with head should put the camera viewfinder at your eye level with the 
legs fully extended in the normal position.  Tripods come in various heights. 
  
And consider how many sections there are to the legs of your tripod.  It's much quicker and easier 
to extend and collapse three sections of each leg as opposed to four sections.  Four sections take 
a bit more time to open and close than three-section legs. 
  
Some tripods offer a hook where you can hang a tripod bag or a weight, such as a bag of sand, if 
you need more stability in windy conditions.  It also has a mount for a carrying strap.  The 
Manfrotto has two foam rubber leg grips for cold weather use, another nice feature. 
  
You do not want a flimsy tripod.  Test it by shaking it. 
  
With Bill's Manfrotto tripod, the center post can be positioned horizontally and then tightened 
down.  This is great for macro work, as when shooting butterflies or flowers, where you might 
need to get above or even closer to your subject if you need a little more reach. 
  
At the top of each leg of this particular tripod, the Manfrotto 055XPROB, there's a catch that 
releases the legs out to different positions -- 25, 43, 73, and 90 degrees.  If you need to get really 
low to the ground, they sell a 3- to 4- inch center post that you can switch out. 
  
TIP:  When you're out shooting in windy conditions, it is best to point one tripod leg out in front 
and downwind, with the other two legs out to either side. 
   
You can pay more for steel posts that screw out from the tripod feet.  But be aware that museums 
won't let you bring in a tripod with metal spikes.  This Manfrotto tripod has rubber feet, and Bill has 
found that it works just fine in all kinds of conditions when he's out shooting landscapes.  "I've 
never missed the metal spike," he says. 
  
Kirk makes excellent ball heads.  Their BH-1 sells for $375.  The BH-3 is a little lighter 
in weight and sells for $275.  Add the Manfrotto tripod for about $200, and you've got a 
professional setup.  (At the time of this writing, Amazon.com and B&H Photo have the 
Manfrotto 055XPROB tripod for around $150 ... both with free shipping & no tax.) 
  
Your camera will attach to the tripod head with either some type of quick-release plate that clamps 
on and has some sort of safety ... or with an Arca-type quick-release system with a shoe adapter 
that has no safety catch. 
  
A great feature to find is a bubble spirit level on top of the tripod and on the head to help you find 
the horizon. 
  
Generally, for about $250, you can get a pretty good tripod package.  For a better tripod, you're 
looking at $400 to $500.  But Bill is quick to add this caveat ... "If you don't have the right 
equipment, you're not going to have good photography." 
  
An accessory you should consider is some kind of a remote shutter release. 
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TIP:  When carrying your connected tripod and camera from one spot to another, Bill found that it 
is a good practice to wrap the camera strap around your wrist, around your tripod, or both.  If your 
quick-release is not tightened down well enough, it can come loose.  Also, the head's screw 
threads can break. 
  
Manfrotto is one of the biggest manufacturers of tripods.  You'll also find Induro and 
Gitzo.  Adorama sells the Flashpoint tripod which is less expensive. 
  
Make a trip to a camera store and try out the tripod height and features before you buy.  There's 
Samy's in Pasadena and Powell Camera Shop in Covina.  But check prices online before you 
buy for the best deals.  Bill likes purchasing through Amazon.com because of their return policy. 
  
  

Member Photo Web Links 
  
Please note that RC Photo Club members are sharing their FLICKR sites, websites, and photo 
blog links.  This list has been compiled from what we've received so far.  Please contact us to 
keep us informed of any corrections.  Are we missing any member's site?  Send us a link to post 
in future meeting minutes.   Don't have a site yet?  FLICKR is free.  Or try Smugmug for 
$40/year. 
  
Enjoy these member links! 
  
Denise Kochis, Carolyn Sherwood, Glenna Campbell, Jeff Campbell, Forest 
Shipps, Cyndy Largarticha, Richard Arnold, Bill Wight, Michael Lee, Gary Mumaw, John 
Alexander, Brian Strader, Kathryn Wilkens, Julie Navarro, Gus Ocon, Yvette Weilacker, 
Jeffery Saddoris, Gary Dibble, Anthony Feliciano, and Robert LaRock. 
  

  
  

NEXT MEETING -- THURSDAY, JULY 21st -- 6 P.M.  
  
Central Park -- James L Brulte Senior Center -- David Dreier Room -- Rancho 
Cucamonga 
______________________________________________________________________ 
  
  
Capture the moment! 
  
Yvette Weilacker, RC Photo Club Secretary ...  rcphotoclub@charter.net  
______________________________________________________________________ 
  
  
RC Photo Club, 1551 West 13th Street, #202, Upland, California 91786 -- rcphotoclub@charter.net 
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